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There’s nothing better than a rich, steaming cup of
hot chocolate – that is, unless it is made directly
from the whole cacao bean, using traditional
methods and recipes.
 
Which is exactly what start-up business, Choclatl has done. Choclatl was

founded by Anjali Healy, who, earlier this year, enlisted the support of Virgin

StartUp to realise the potential of her business. Virgin StartUp not only provides

funding for fledgling businesses, but also support for creating stellar business

plans and forming strong mentoring relationships, plus facilitates opportunities

for networking with other start-ups.

Want to know what makes Choclatl so special?

By combining cacao beans from the Theobroma Cacao tree – grown at certain

altitude in regions near the equator, and in the shade of a taller tree – the
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altitude in regions near the equator, and in the shade of a taller tree – the

beans are picked, fermented, roasted and ground; much like normal coffee.

Image from official Choclatl website

The ground beans are then conched and tempered for days at a time.

 

If you think this sounds like the most complex coffee-making process you’ve

come across, then you would be right – it is however, entirely worth the hard

work. 

Chocolate is 10 times higher in anti-oxidants than red wine, releases serotonin

(the feel-good hormone) and can actually be addictive to those sensitive taste

buds... not to mention providing a long list of other health benefits.

Running a successful business is just the start from Anjali, who has ambitious

plans to take on a far bigger challenge through her work.
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“We have ambitious aspirations to be part of a change for the better regarding

ethical issues endemic in cacao producing countries. We have undertaken

many local events and hosted workshops for pre-school and primary school

children to help educate them on chocolate making and enjoy giving to

charities.”

Image from official Choclatl website

Having had the pleasure of a visit from Anjali and the opportunity to taste her

scrumptious chocolate drink, we can advocate first-hand that her product is a

must-try! Take a look at the Choclatl website for more information.

Visit Virgin StartUp to find out more about their work and how you can

access support with your own business plan. Alternatively, click on the

link below to get things moving...

 

http://www.choclatl.co.uk/
http://www.virginstartup.org/
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